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Users can easily 
access the planning 
software from their 

browser

Uncomplicated, cen-
tral administration of 

users

Easy connection of 
referring physicians 

to a central clinic

All modules can be 
reached via the same 

address

Each user has their 
own individual start 

page with a clear 
overview of their 

latest plans

No more cumber- 
some procedures 

(such as access via 
Citrix)

No need for installa-
tion on the client

No dependency on a 
specific work center

DIGITALIZATION in the hospital
The age of digitalization has now also arrived in hospitals. Technology is playing an increasingly important 
role in cross-departmental communication. A recent user satisfaction survey of clinical IT systems showed 
that more than a third of clinicians are dissatisfied with the ease of use of hospital IT systems. The main issues 
were a lack of user-friendliness, inadequate performance and outdated or cumbersome processes (cf. German  
Medical     S cience, October 2017 at: https://www.egms.de/static/de/journals/mibe/2017-13/mibe000171.shtml). 

Clinics are increasingly facing the challenge of enabling more flexibility for their surgeons. Be it because they 
only operate as in-patient physicians at the clinic but diagnosis takes place elsewhere, or because senior 
physicians are always on the move within the clinic and rarely at their workplace.

mediCAD® Web is the ideal solution for all clinics and practices in the digital age which offers 
user-friendly, uncomplicated and, above all, flexible planning software.

mediCAD® Web is a web application executed via the internet browser. 
So there are no requirements for the device from which the application 
is accessed. These apply solely to the server on which the application 
is running. However, there are some browser restrictions that must be 
observed. For instance, the application cannot be accessed via Internet 
Explorer. All supported browsers include:

   Microsoft Edge
   Mozilla Firefox
   Google Chrome
   Apple Safari

This applies to PCs, Macs, iPads and Android tablets 

BROWSER
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Key Features
You can now use the proven mediCAD® functionality from anywhere thanks to web technology

Flexibility

mediCAD® Web offers maximum flexibility. As a web application, you can access the planning 
software when and where you want. Log in from your tablet or any other device via an internet 
browser to start working.

✓

Efficiency

Due to the reduced workflow, which is deliberately simplified and limited to the essential com-
ponents, as well as our support, planning can be carried out with the greatest possible efficien-
cy.

✓

Clarity

The mediCAD® Web iuser interface is simple, modern and easy to understand. An intuitive plan-
ning process ensures that the software is easy to use.

✓

Cost savings

Central user administration and simple administration via the server help save costs. Cumber- 
some client setup and virtualization is no longer required.

✓

Audit-compliance

mediCAD® Web is certified as a medical device and fulfills all requirements to save the planning 
in the hospital systems in an audit-proof manner. Together with the qualified training courses 
conducted by mediCAD Hectec GmbH, the software guarantees users audit compliance.

✓

KEY FEATURES
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CLINIC HOSTING
mediCAD® Web can be installed as an application on a server provided by the clinic. The clinic hosts the 
web application itself, so to speak. This ensures that no patient data leave the hospital threshold. Access to 
patient data via the application is possible only within the hospital network.

uv

w

As the flowchart shows, users access mediCAD® Web via the 
browser of any device u. They enter the URL in the search field 
of their browser and then log in with their access data. This gives 
users access to their individual start page from any device within 
the network v. 
In order to connect users who are outside the hospital, it is possi- 
ble to give them access to the hospital network via VPN w. If this 
is ensured, then access to the network and the mediCAD® Web 
application is possible from anywhere.
Connection via proxy x is easier still. 
This is a program that checks and legitimizes a client‘s requests for 
a specific web page and passes them by proxy. After users have 
logged in, they can access the PACS within the application y. 

REFERRER
integration

y

x

CLINIC HOSTING
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CLINIC HOSTING 

With mediCAD® Web User Management, the clinic can  
manage the application itself easily and without complica-
tions. This means that an administrator can create, edit and / or  
delete mediCAD® Web users. Access data management can 
also be performed by the administrator (e.g. reset password). 
The administrator can also set up various PACS nodes via user 
management. This is a unique selling point of the software and 
makes the clinic even more autonomous and independent.

mediCAD® Web is equipped with the same license tool as  
mediCAD® Classic, the LicTool. Therefore, it is a concurrent 
user license. Any number of users can be created within the 
central user management. Only the number of users planning 
at the same time is limited.

mediCAD® Web includes a query-client plug-in, which loads 
images from the PACS and returns them via Query/Retrieve + 
Store or Query/Store.

DICOM 
transfer

APPLICATION
administration

LICENSE
management

A connection set up specifically for this purpose between the 
application server and the PACS server enables this referrer 
integration. Users select a specific DICOM within mediCAD® 
Web and can then start planning directly. The servers commu-
nicate in the background. The user remains on the website of 
the application at all times.

REFERRER
integration
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CLINIC HOSTING 
All data transfer is secured by the internal hospital network. 
In addition, the server for mediCAD® Web must be integra-
ted into the existing network. This includes enabling the ports,  
creating the domains and assigning a certificate. This ensures 
that unauthorized third parties outside the network do not 
have access to the application.

The files within the application server are stored in encrypted 
form. To enable planning, a hash value is generated from the 
login data of the user, which is compared with the hash value in 
the memory. The data can only be decrypted if these two hash 
values match. This also ensures that all users have their own 
start page and can view only their own planning data. 
Detailed information on data protection in mediCAD® Web 
can be found in the separate information brochure "Data secu-
rity and data protection“ provided by mediCAD Hectec GmbH

mediCAD® Web can also be used in mixed operation with  
mediCAD® Classic. Both products use the same license tool. 
With an enabling fee, a product extension for mediCAD® Web 
can be purchased (for existing mediCAD® Classic contracts 
with Evergreen maintenance). The application then accesses 
the customer‘s existing licenses. A license extension is there- 
fore not necessary.

CLASSIC
expansion

DATA
protection
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CLOUD HOSTING
teamplay is a cloud-based performance management solution from Siemens Healthineers that brings  
together team members in health care organizations by creating a connection between medical facili-
ties and their imaging devices. Originally, teamplay was created to monitor and evaluate these imaging  
devices. The teamplay apps expand its application possibilities even further. mediCAD® Web is also  
available as a teamplay app.
mediCAD® Web is available as a cloud-hosted version via the teamplay platform. Installation of  
mediCAD® Web at the end customer‘s premises is not necessary in this case. Instead, the customer simply 
needs a teamplay account and the teamplay Images add-on. In addition, an installation of the teamplay 
receiver on the hospital system is necessary in order to forward images from the devices to the teamplay 
cloud via the PACS.

mediCAD® Web is available as an application in teamplay Images. 

This means that the customer first logs into teamplay u. 
In this case, teamplay serves as a "data hub“ for the DICOM data. 
These are uploaded by the customer‘s PACS into the teamplay cloud 

v. After logging in to teamplay, the user selects the mediCAD® 

Web application and is automatically forwarded w. DICOM data 
are transmitted automatically in the background or can also be 
controlled manually by the user, depending on the customer‘s 
teamplay settings. From the time of data transfer, the user is on the 

mediCAD® Web page and can start planning as usual x.
After planning is completed, the generated planning DICOM is sent 
back to the teamplay cloud. The teamplay data hub, in turn, sends 
the planning image back to the customer‘s PACS.

u

v
w

x

Cloud Hosting (via Siemens teamplay)

DICOM
transfer
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CLOUD HOSTING

User access rights are administered in teamplay and queried from 
teamplay by mediCAD® Web. This means that not only are the  
access rights managed, but the transmission of the correct image 
data is also guaranteed. Both user data and DICOM data are  
transmitted and stored in encrypted form at all times. To enable 
planning, a hash value is generated from the login data of the user, 
which is compared with the hash value in the memory. 
The data can only be decrypted if these two hash values match. 
This also ensures that all users have their own start page and can 
view only their own planning data. To ensure even greater security  
within the cloud environment, all planning data is automatically  
deleted from the servers of mediCAD Hectec GmbH after 24 hours.

This version requires the installation of teamplay receiver rather than 
mediCAD® Web. It has similar system requirements to mediCAD® 
Web for a network installation. Please also note that the teamplay 
Images application is required and must be purchased separately. 
Specific requirements and more information can be clarified on case- 
by-case with the teamplay sales team. Contact information can be 
obtained from mediCAD® Web product management.

mediCAD® Web is available as a named user license for the teamplay 
version. This means that all users who want to plan with mediCAD® 
Web need a separate license. The license is queried via the teamplay 
access: Users with a mediCAD® Web license can access the applica- 
tion. For other users, the mediCAD® Web application will not be  
visible in their teamplay interface. Administration of the users  
themselves is carried out by an administrator and also via teamplay.

Since this solution is a cloud application, users of teamplay and 
mediCAD® Web are absolutely location-independent. The device 
with which the user accesses the programs needs only an internet 
connection.

LICENSE
management

SOLUTION
purchase

DATA
protection

REFERRER
integration 
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Item no. User Modules 1 Package 
price

Maintenance 
(p.a.)

Evergreen 
maintenan-

ce (p.a.)

medc-web-1603 3 users • Hip 2D, Web
• Knee 2D, Web

Additional if available:
• Long Leg 2D, Web

(Osteotomy)

Includes QueryClient

15.999,00 1.600,00 4.000,00

medc-web-1601 Each additional
user 3.499,00 350,00 875,00

medc-web-1609
Unlimited 
number of 
users

31.999,00 3.200,00 8.000,00

Prices/month

Item no. User Modules 1, 2 Prices/month

medc-web-503 3 users • Hip 2D, Web
• Knee 2D, Web

Additional if available: 
• Long Leg 2D, Web (Osteotomy)

Includes QueryClient and Evergreen maintenance

499,00

medc-web-509
Unlimited 
number of 
users

949,00

1 Module-expandable anytime 
2 Contracts are concluded for a minimum term of 2 years. The notice period is 3 months before the end of the contract period.

Prices
The prices for all available variants of mediCAD® Web are provided below.

mediCAD® Web - Hosting via the clinic‘s web server

mediCAD® Web Hospital

Package prices
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mediCAD® Web "Enabling"
additional activation of mediCAD® Web with an existing mediCAD® Classic contract

Item no. Package Package price Maintenance 
(p.a.)

Evergreen 
maintenance 

(p.a.)

medc-web-2503 mediCAD® Web Hospital, 
(med-web-1503)

7.499,00 750,00 1.875,00

medc-web-2603 mediCAD® Web Hospital Expert
(med-web-1603) 

9.499,00 950,00    2.375,00

mediCAD® Web Praxis 
Single user licenses (hosted via practice web server)

Item no. Users Modules Prices/month 1

medc-web-900 1 User
• Hip 2D, Web
• Knee 2D, Web

       Includes QueryClient and Evergreen maintenance1 

149,00

1 Contracts are concluded for a minimum term of 2 years. The notice period is 3 months before the end of the contract period.

PRICES
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mediCAD Hectec GmbH  
Opalstr. 54
DE-84032 Altdorf
Germany
Tel. +49 871 330 203-0 
E-Mail: info@mediCAD.eu

www.mediCAD.eu

Get ready for the mediCAD® of the future

Stay up to date and follow us on 
Facebook and LinkedIn




